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Abstract
The semantics of an imperative programming language can be expressed as
a program in a declarative language. Not only does this render the semantics
executable, but it opens up the possibility of applying to imperative languages
such as Java or C the advances made in program analysis and transformation of
declarative languages. However the direct application of this approach returns
the results of analysis and transformation in the language of the semantics. The
problem is to provide a systematic way to relate the results back to the original
imperative program.
In this paper a method is proposed for carrying out partial evaluation of
imperative programs, using a partial evaluator for a declarative language, but
returning the results in the syntax of the imperative program which is to be
partially evaluated. The approach uses folding to reconstruct a specialised imperative program from a partially evaluated semantics-based interpreter.
The method provides a framework for constructing a partial evaluator for any
imperative programming language, by writing down its semantics as a declarative program (a constraint logic program, in the approach shown here). The
tools required are a partial evaluator and a folding mechanism for the declarative
language. The correctness of the partial evaluator for the imperative language
follows from the correctness of the partial evaluator and folding transformer
of the declarative language. Other semantics-based program manipulations are
suggested for imperative languages, based on abstract interpretation tools developed for declarative languages.

1 Introduction
Program semantics have long been used as a formal basis for program manipulation. By
this is meant that the formal semantics of a programming language is written down in
some suitable mathematical notation, which is then used to establish program properties such as termination, correctness with respect to speci cations, or the correctness of
program transformations. Declarative programming appears to be an elegant paradigm
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for imperative language semantics implementation, giving an executable form of the
semantics, and opening up the possibility of applying well-developed techniques for
transformation and analysis of declarative languages to imperative languages as well.
Some attention has been devoted to partial evaluation of imperative programs, but
each language requires speci c techniques targeted to its particular syntax and constructs. Partial evaluation for declarative languages, on the other hand, has evolved
considerably and there is a large literature, and some useful tools, for partial evaluation
of logic and functional languages. This suggests the use of partial evaluation techniques
in declarative languages, via semantics-based interpreters, for imperative program specialisation. The problem to be overcome is to return the results in the syntax of the
imperative languages, otherwise the specialisation is useless to the programmer who
wrote the imperative program to be specialised.
The experiments reported in this paper use logic programs, in particular constraint
logic programs (CLP), for implementing the semantics of an imperative programming
language. When written carefully, the semantics can be regarded as an interpreter
for the imperative language. After specialising such an interpreter with respect to
an input imperative program, the result is, in e ect, a translation of the imperative
program into CLP. We can also specialise further with respect to some input data for
the imperative program. We may then apply abstract-interpretation-based analysis
tools to obtain information about the behaviour of the imperative program. However,
it is not immediately clear how to relate the results of such specialisation and analysis
back to the original program.
Because reading the residual imperative program from the specialised interpreter
can be troublesome, we have resorted to the folding rule of logic programs to go back
to a more readable form of the specialised interpreter and thus a transformed version
of the input imperative program.
Figure 1 depicts the steps proposed to achieve specialisation of imperative languages. Starting from a semantics-based interpreter, I , of an imperative language, we
specialise the interpreter to an input imperative object program p and some partial
input for p. This yields as a result another interpreter, I , where the interpretation
layer has been removed by the partial evaluator. The representation of p and its input
data is contained in I . Next, by means of folding we can aim at obtaining another
equivalent version of I , say I . I contains the representation of a di erent imperative program, say p , constructed during the folding process, which we presume is the
specialisation of the input imperative program p with respect to its input data.
Here we report on our experience with using constraint logic programming, and
logic programming program transformation techniques to achieve program transformation of imperative programs by means of a semantics-based interpreter of an imperative
language.
Section 2 provides some remarks on the implementation of the operational semantics for a small imperative language resembling Pascal. In Section 3 we review some
rules for partial evaluation. Section 4 gives an example of the method explored. Section 5 mentions methods of related work. Finally in Section 6 we state our nal
remarks, and some trends for future work.
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Figure 1: Imperative program transformation

2 Semantics-based Interpreter
Here we present brie y how we obtained an interpreter from operational semantics
de nitions, using constraint logic programming.
Assume we have an imperative language L for assignments, with arithmetic expressions, while statements, if-then-else conditionals, and boolean expressions. Let S1; S2
be two nonempty sequences of syntactically correct statements in L. Let a1; a2 be
arithmetic expressions in L, b a boolean expression, s a variable environment (mapping variables to their value), and x a variable. For the semantic function S giving
meaning to statements in L, the meanings of an assignment statement and composition
of statements are:
S [ x := a] s = s[x 7! A[ a] s]
S [ S1; S2] = S [ S2]  S [ S1]
respectively, where A is the semantics function for arithmetic expressions. We represent the imperative program as a list of ground terms, each term being a statement.
The above semantic clauses can be implemented as follows, where assign(X,A) represents an assignment statement X := A, and statement composition is represented
using list notation, where [S1|S2] represented the composition of S1 with the list of
statement(s) S2.
statement(E1,E2,assign(X,Ae)) <- a_expr(E1,Ae,V),
update(E1,E2,X,V)
statement(E,E,[]) <statement(E1,E3,[S1|S2]) <- statement(E1,E2,S1),
statement(E2,E3,S2)

holds if for input variable environment E1 the execution of program in language L yields variable environment E2. The constraint used to de ne the
predicate o ers the possibility of enhancing partial evaluation of the interpreter
statement(E1,E2,P)
P
a_expr
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derived from the semantics, when implemented as follows for addition of arithmetic
expressions:
a_expr(E,plus(Ae1,Ae2),V) <- a_expr(E,Ae1,V1),
a_expr(E,Ae2,V2),
{V=V1+V2}

where the curly brackets are used to invoke the constraint solver.
In order to implement the semantics in a constraint logic programming language,
thus yielding an interpreter for the imperative language, we made several assumptions.
Due to the lack of destructive assignment in logic languages we cannot have one logic
variable for each imperative variable. This forces us to have a fresh list of logic variables each time we interpreted an imperative statement. The values of the imperative
variables that do not change from execution of one statement to the following one
are copied in the new environment variable. To implement the semantics function for
arithmetic expressions, A, we can invoke the constraint solver for integers.

3 Partial Evaluation
Partial evaluation generates a residual program by evaluating a program with part of
its input which is available at compile-time. The aim of partial evaluation is to gain
speed by specialising the source program exploiting the input available. Residual programs obtained by partial evaluation share some properties with the program from
which they originated. We are interested in transformations which preserve the operational semantics. We will transform logic programs, and as a result we will obtain a
transformed imperative program.
Here we recall some rules for logic program transformation, and in the next section
we explain when to apply these rules. As a result of applying one of the following
rules we generate a sequence of equivalent programs. Starting from an initial program,
say P0, and then applying some transformation rules each time producing another
program P (i > 0). Thus, the sequence P0; P1; : : :; P of programs. We want the nal
program, P , to have the same meaning as the rst one, P0. Then we can say that
Sem(P0) =Sem(P ) for a given semantics function Sem. For us, the semantics function
used will be the computed answer with respect to the specialisation query. In order
to achieve this we will make use of rules which are semantics preserving. For instance,
the more speci c version of a program [MNL88], the goal replacement rule , unfolding,
and folding rules as presented in [PP94].
There are two basic transformation rules: unfold and fold. The former replaces the
atom in the body of a clause by an instance of the body of a clause whose head unify
with the atom to be replaced. This rule can be regarded as the macro expansion of
imperative programming languages. The latter consists in replacing a list of atoms in
the body of a clause by an instance of the head of another clause whose body is an
instance of the list of atoms to be replaced. In addition to the above mentioned rules
we need the goal replacement rule and a more speci c version of a goal. Next we state
shortly the rules as how to be applied. For a thorough explanation see [MNL88, PP94].
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Let A; E; D; R; C ; E ; D ; C = H F; S; G be clauses, F; S; T ,and G any sequence
of atoms;  and  are substitution as required.
If we unfold C with respect to S using D1; : : : ; D in P = hE1; : : : ; E ; C; E +1; : : : ; E i,
we derive the clauses C1; : : :; C and we get the new program
P +1 = hE1; : : : ; E ; C1; : : : ; C ; E +1; : : :; E i. S uni es with the head of each D1; : : :; D
with mgus 1; : : :;  and each C has the form (H F; bd(D ); G) .
If we fold C with respect to bd(D) using D in P , we derive the clause H
F; hd(D); G, call it E , and we get a new program P +1 by replacing C by E in P .
S = bd(D). And the variables which appear in bd(D) and not in hd(D) are renamed
by  and map to di erent variables not occurring in E .
By replacement of S in C using S  T we derive the clause H F; T; G, call it
R, and we get P +1 by replacing C by R in P .
By replacing a goal S by a more speci c version S in clause C of program P we
obtain the clause (H F; S; G), say E , and we get a new program P +1 by replacing
C by E in P . The justi cation is that all successful derivations of P [ f S g have
computed answers of the form 1 = 2.
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4 Specialisation
In this section we show an example of program specialisation achieving constant propagation. This is a very simple example of partial evaluation but illustrates the method.
Through partial evaluation and folding we are going to derive a specialised program. For ease of presentation we assume that the input environment contains just
the variables used in the example.

Example For the input environment, and input program:
h[w; x; y; z]; [W; X; Y; Z ]i1
x :=
y :=
z :=
w :=
if z

3;
x*y;
x+1;
y+2;
=< x then
else

y := 1;
y := 2;

We obtain a specialised program:
x
y
z
w
y

:=3;
:= 3*y;
:= 4;
:= y+2;
:= 2;

We use angle brackets instead of square brackets for ease of reading, to di erentiate variable
environments from lists of imperative/logic variables.
1
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Assume that we have a semantics-based interpreter as outlined in Section 2. Then
we partially evaluate the interpreter with respect to the following query which contains
a representation of the original imperative program.
statement (h[w; x; y; z]; A]i; B; [assign (x; 3); assign (y; times (x; y)); assign (z; plus (x; 1));
assign (w; plus (y; 2)); ifte (le (z; x); [assign (y; 1)]; [assign (y; 2)])])
By partial evaluation and more speci c goal, to propagate further the variable environment to other subgoals in the partial evaluation process, we can derive the following
specialised clause:
statement (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; X; Y; Z ]i; h[w; x; y;z ]; [W ; 3; 2; 4]i;
[assign (x; 3); assign (y; times (x; y)); assign (z; plus (x; 1));
assign (w; plus (y; 2)); ifte (le (z; x); [assign (y; 1)]; [assign (y; 2)])])
statement (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; X; Y; Z ]i; h[w; x; y;z ]; [W; 3; Y; Z ]i; assign(x; 3));
a expr (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; 3; Y; Z ]i; x; X 1);
a expr (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; 3; Y; Z ]i; y; Y 1); fY = X 1  Y 1g;
update (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; 3; Y; Z ]i; h[w; x;y; z]; [W; 3; Y ; Z ]i; y; Y );
a expr (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; 3; Y ; Z ]i; plus (x; 1); 4);
update (h[w; x; y; z ]; [W; 3; Y ; Z ]i; h[w; x; y; z]; [W; 3; Y ; 4]i; z; 4)
statement (h[w; x; y; z ]; [W; 3; Y ; 4]i; h[w; x; y; z]; [W ; 3; Y ; 4]i; assign (w; plus (y; 2)));
statement (h[w; x; y; z ]; [W ; 3; Y ; 4]i; h[w; x; y; z]; [W ; 3; 2; 4]i; assign (y; 2));
statement (h[w; x; y; z ]; [W ; 3; 2; 4]i; h[w; x; y; z]; [W ; 3; 2; 4]i; [])
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In this clause we also apply a goal replacement step to the underlined subgoals,
followed by folding, with the clauses of the interpreter, obtaining the clause:
statement (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; X; Y; Z ]i; h[w; x; y;z ]; [W ; 3; 2; 4]i;
[assign (x; 3); assign (y; times (x; y)); assign (z; plus (x; 1));
assign (w; plus (y; 2)); ifte (le (z; x); [assign (y; 1)]; [assign (y; 2)])])
statement (h[w; x; y; z]; [W; X; Y; Z ]i; h[w; x; y;z ]; [W ; 3; 2; 4]i;
[assign (x; 3); assign (y; times (3; y)); assign (z; 4);
assign (w; plus (y; 2)); assign (y; 2)]
0

0

Using partial evaluation and folding we have achieved constant propagation for a
small imperative language. Through partial evaluation of the constraints arising from
the arithmetic operations we can propagate values through the program. Then we fold
back the propagated values into the terms representing the imperative statements.
The e ect of folding is to construct statements that have the same e ect as the
original ones.
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5 Related Work
Here we will consider work on partial evaluation of imperative languages. There has
been important work [JGS93, CD91] on the specialisation of imperative languages
denotational de nitions to functional languages. Nevertheless we will only discuss the
work which focusses on source-to-source specialisation of imperative languages.

5.1 Pascal specialisation

In [Mey91] a technique for partial evaluation of programs in a subset of the Pascal
programming language is presented. Transformations in their method are coded as
rules for transformations for each construct in Pascal. The partial evaluator is coded
in Lisp. There is no clear separation between the semantics representation (semanticsbased interpretation/execution), and the partial evaluation. Thus the correctness of
their method is taken for granted. We believe our approach to partial evaluation
provides a better understanding of the process of constructing a partial evaluator for
imperative programs. Constant propagation can be achieved using this method, similar
to what we show in this paper.

5.2 Ada specialisation

A subset of the Ada programming language can be simpli ed or specialised using the
authors' method called symbolic execution [CPPGM91]. Symbolic execution resembles
partial evaluation in the sense that execution of the program on a partial input executes as much as possible on the input program. Thus generating a so called residual
program which executes the same as the input program when given the whole input,
and the residual program is given the remaining input. Two functions in an operational semantics style de ne partial evaluation for any program. A prototype of this
system was implemented in Lisp. From the paper is not clear how to achieve constant
propagation as we propose in this paper. The authors argue that it can be described
in the functions exec and simpl for assignment, but no further mention is made in
the paper. Instead, conventional data- ow analysis techniques [ASU86] are applied to
the program to achieve constant and copy propagation. Hence the symbolic executor by Coen et al. presumably does not propose a new method to achieve constant
propagation.

5.3 Fortran specialisation

Kleinrubatscher et al. [KKZG95] describe partial evaluation for a subset of the Fortran
77 programming language. Partial evaluation is a 4-step process: Translation from
the Fortran program into a low level code (Core Fortran); monovariant programs
variable binding-time analysis and annotation of the program statements as static
or dynamic; specialisation of the annotated low level code; and translation into the
source language, Fortran 77. The partial evaluator was written in Fortran. This
approach to partial evaluation resembles that of generating extensions as in [And94].
7

Constant propagation is possible with this approach, but no live/dead analysis was
achieved. The monovariant binding-time analysis results in little constant propagation.
The correctness of the partial evaluation method used appears to be based on the
correctness of the methods presented in [ASU86].

5.4 C specialisation

Analysis and transformation of programs in ANSI C was the target of Andersen's
work [And94]. The specialiser is automatic and generates generating extensions in C.
The C program specialisation is achieved in several steps. Using a monovariant
variable binding-time analysis the source C program is analysed. The analysed C
program is transformed thus producing a generating extension program. Attaching
the appropriate libraries and the partial input, the generating extension is executed.
The output of such an execution is a specialised C program. The set of C libraries
describe the transformations that the generated extension commands. The correctness
of the transformations which generate extensions are presumably based on correctness
of executing the programs (generating extensions) using a C compiler. That is, all
the transformations are carried out in the C programming language. Any semantic
mismatch between the source program and the specialised one, can be attributed to
the C compiler used and to the correctness of the generating extensions functions
implemented in the libraries.

5.5 Hard Real Time Languages

In [NP92] the author describes a technique to partially evaluate imperative programs
for hard real-time applications. Hard real-time programs must obey several restrictions on the program behaviour such as predictability. That is, no in nite loops can
occur. For this to be possible the authors enforce that the compile-time store remains
unchanged when a guard in a loop or conditional statement is not compile-time. This
statement suggests that using this method only simple constants can be propagated.
Simple constants are all values that can be proved to be constant subject to two constraints: no information is assumed about which direction branches will take, and only
one value for each variable is maintained along each path in the program [WZ85].
Evidential proof is provided through 3 examples. The authors propose a language as
well as a partial evaluator. Unable to asses whether they can do constant propagation
or not.
Although most of the contributions are labelled as techniques for specialisation of
imperative languages, only one language is explored in each paper, and it is not clear
how to extend the techniques to other languages. Besides, we believe the methods
above do not commit to a semantics-based approach. None of them take the semantics
of the language studied as a basis for transforming the language programs, but consider
the semantics as a correctness proof aid, as in [NP92].
8

6 Concluding remarks
Using a description of the operational semantics of a subset of an imperative language
we implemented a logic program which mimics the semantics. That logic program can
be regarded as an interpreter for the imperative language considered. With the help of
a partial evaluator for constraint logic programs we can obtain program specialisation
of imperative programs. Imperative programs so specialised end up as specialised logic
programs, whereas what is needed is a specialised program in the imperative source
language. We have resorted to specialisation taking advantage of the logic programming program transformation operations (fold, unfold, etc.), but generating code that
is very close to the source language. That is, no translation from an imperative language to a declarative language is performed. Thus, we guarantee correctness of the
transformations by correctness of the partial evaluator and folding. As the interpreter
is based on the semantics of the imperative language we ensure semantics preserving
transformations.
We began this work expecting to develop a framework for semantics-based partial
evaluation of imperative languages. We claim to have a general method based on the
semantics of an imperative language, a partial evaluator, and a program transformer
based on folding and goal replacement.
Not all imperative language constructs share a common semantics de nition. There
are subtle di erences for each language, for each construct. Nevertheless, we believe
that the technique, proposed here, can be generalised to more imperative languages,
provided we had implemented the semantics de nitions for the desired language.

Future work. Currently we are working to nd an automatic way for performing

constant propagation. That is, include a module for folding and unfolding in an
existing partial evaluator to reach our aims in constant propagation. The semantics
of procedures have been successfully implemented in Prolog. We seek strategies for
unfolding and folding procedure calls. We plan to extend the code which we have for
procedures to cope with di erent parameter passing styles. Blocks with dynamic and
static scope of variables and procedures have been implemented as well. Static scope
of variables was implemented using locations, and multidimensional arrays are also
handled. More complex data structures remain to be explored, strings for instance, and
user-de ned data structures. Division, exception handling, object-oriented features
and input/output are other challenging issues which we are studying.
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